Male secondary sexual characters in Aphnaeinae wings (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae)
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Abstract. Male secondary sexual characters have been discovered on the hindwing verso of genera Aphnaeus Hübner, [1819], Cigaritis Donzel, 1847, Lipaphnaeus Aurivillius, 1916 and Pseudaletis Druce, 1888 representing the Palaeotropical subfamily Aphnaeinae (Lycaenidae: Lepidoptera). Relevant wing parts are illustrated, described, and some observations on the organs are briefly annotated. With an appendix and 14 figures.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most characteristic features of Lepidoptera is the scaled membranous wing surface of the imagines. The scales covering the membrane have various functions often determined sexually, hence they show specialized structures. In the family Lycaenidae male secondary sexual characters in the wings are widely distributed and highly variable, hence they drew the attention of classical workers focused on the diversity, classification, and systematics of the family. In a world-wide review, John Nevill Eliot († 2003) mapped and discussed Lycaenidae male secondary sexual characters in great detail for his classification (see Eliot 1973).

The subfamily Aphnaeinae was recently the subject of important studies (Heath 1997, Boyle et al. 2015). These were inspired by Eliot who pointed out the peculiarity of this lycaenid assemblage and recorded morphological traits for his classification (Eliot 1973: 470 in footnote no. 11; and Eliot 1990). However, Eliot did not indicate any male secondary sexual characters in this subfamily, nor did any of the previous or subsequent workers (eg. Stempffer 1954, Heath 1997, Libert 2013).

Whilst curating aphnaeine material in the Hungarian Natural History Museum one of us became aware of special scaling present on the hindwing underside of certain males (Figs. 1–2). This character was recorded and described in detail in the case of genera Pseudaletis and Aphaneus without using the expression that they may have a sexual role (cf. Libert 2007: 11; Libert 2013: 212–13). After studying additional material and conducting some microscopic studies it became obvious that hitherto unrecognized secondary male sexual characters in Aphnaeinae were discovered. The aim of this paper is to report on this discovery, to describe the characters, to present a brief overview of their generic distribution, and to comment our results in the light of recent knowledge regarding the subfamily.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

All material examined are listed in Appendix. Genus-level classification of the Aphnaeinae follows Boyle et al. (2015).

Specimens were first inspected using a hand magnifier, then relevant wing areas were digitised using a binocular stereo microscope Olympus SZX12 supplemented by camera DP70 in the Hungarian Natural History Museum (HNHM). In the Institute of Technical Physics and Materials Science (Centre for Energy Research, Hungarian Academy of Sciences) (CER-HAS) images of high magnification were taken using an optical microscope Zeiss Axio Imager A1.


RESULTS

Examining the hind wing ventral surfaces of the aphaninae genera in the representatives of Aphnaeus Hübner, [1819] (type species: Papilio orcas Drury, [1782]), Lipaphnaeus Aurivillius, 1916 (type species: Aphnaeus spindasoides Aurivillius, 1916), Pseudaletis Druce, 1888 (type species: Pseudaletis agrippina H. H. Druce, 1888) and several taxa in Cigaritis Donzel, 1847 (type species: Cigaritis zohra Donzel, 1847) we have found male secondary sexual characters (Figs. 1–6), that we briefly describe below.

Aphnaeus, Cigaritis and Lipaphnaeus (Figs. 1, 4–6, 7–8, 10, 12, 14): In the intervivial area of the cell formed by veins Cubitus 1–2 there is a “line” comprised of long plume scales erecting caudad from the wing membrane. These hair scales form a tuft that can be seen even under low magnification. The tuft forms a somewhat differently coloured (darker compared to the background) delicate line running from the submedian area to the postmedian region. The line never reaches the base nor the margin of the wing. The region between the veins is often creased, especially in Aphnaeus.

The tuft is more easily seen in living individuals, because in set museum specimens the hair scales are often adpressed to the level of the cover scales, hence they are difficult to detect. This may explain why this scaling has hitherto remained unnoticed. In living specimens the space involved is often creased, and this results in the tuft being exposed and clearly visible when the individual perches (Fig. 14).

Regarding Aphnaeus our material was limited (see Appendix), but consulting recent literature (d’Abrera 2009, Libert 2013) it seems that the presence of the tuft is not limited to the species of A. orcas and A. argyrocyclus as has been indicated but it is more widespread. This has been confirmed by our studies.

The representatives of Cigaritis are well documented in the folio books of d’Abrera (1986, 1993, 2009) also in (Kielland 1991, Larsen 1994, Weidenhoffer & Bozano 2007). We found that whilst Afrotropical and Oriental species probably all possess the tuft, species inhabiting the Palearctic region do not. Although we could examine only two species of the less diverse genus Lipaphnaeus (n = 4, sensu Heath 1997), we presume that all the species possess the male secondary character discussed as the figures in d’Abrera (2009) suggest this is the case.

Pseudaletis (Figs 3, 9–10, 13): The wing membrane in the cell formed by the veins Cubitus 1–2 from the postbasal area to the outer margin is covered by long plume scales erecting caudad but they do not form any tuft. Along the veins Cubitus 2 there are androconia (presumably scent disseminating) mixed with ordinary cover- and ground-scales. The membrane of the intervivial area is creased.

According to the current literature (Libert 2007, d’Abrera 2009) There are 24 species in Pseudaletis divided into three species-groups. We recorded alar male sexual character only in the taxa representing the species group P. leonis.
Figures 1-6. Imagines of Aphnaeinae, in ventral view. The arrows indicate the position of the alar male sexual character. 1 = Cigaritis larseni (Bouyer, 2012), male (Ghana), 2 = ditto, female (no brush organ); 3 = Pseudaletis leonis (Staudinger, [1888], male; 4 = Cigaritis syama (Horsfield, [1829]), male (Thailand); 5 = Lipaphnaeus leonina (Bethune-Baker, 1904), male (Iberia); 6 = Aphnaeus orcas (Drury, 1782), male (Ghana) (all at the same magnification, 1mm scale as indicated) (photos: G. Katona, HNHM).

DISCUSSION

It is curious that despite much of scientific attention, aphnaeine male secondary sexual characters remained overlooked for a long time, and it is surprising that classical workers paying great attention to special characters, missed them. Although it is not surprising that in lithographic figures the delicate and hardly visible alar brush organ is never conspicuous (for example: Aurivillius 1925, Murray 1935), in more recent publications the figures produced using more advanced photography, we found the pattern formed by the specialized hair scales is often more clearly visible, or at least detectable with greater certainty (see d’Abrera 1986, Kielland 1991, Larsen 1991,
Because of the complex optical appearance of the _Aphnaeus_ ventral wing surface, and that the space is often creased, it is sometimes difficult to detect the tuft in illustrations or even in actual specimens. Therefore careful examination of museum material is obligatory for mapping the distribution of the male secondary character in the genus.

An interpretation of our findings in _Cigaritis_ is problematic in regard to genus-level classification. According to Boyle et al. (2015) the genus _Cigaritis_ includes all the taxa, which were formerly classified as _Spindasis_ Wallengren, 1857 (type species: _Spindasis masilikazi_ Wallengren, 1857) and _Apharitis_ Riley, 1925 (type species: _Polyomamatus epargyros_ Eversmann, 1854). Taxa considered representing the genus _Spindasis_ by some workers (e.g. Larsen 2005, d’Abera 2009) all have the hair tuft, whilst _Cigaritis sensu str._ and _Apharitis_ do not. This suggests that lumping _Apharitis_ with _Cigaritis_ may reflect the reality, but Paleotropical _Cigaritis_ might deserve the generic name _Spindasis_ (having almost 60 species according to Bridges 1994) – if we take the hair tuft as an important character for classification. However, the uniform type of male genitalia as well as their facies mitigate against such splitting, and also there is a growing evidence that male secondary characters are not stable (see for example Robbins et al. 2012, 2015 and Martins et al. 2016). Nevertheless this needs a thorough analysis of all the taxa, as male secondary sexual characters are often difficult to interpret regarding phylogenetics.

The four aphnaeine genera (_Aphnaeus_, _Cigaritis_, _Lipaphnaeus_ and _Pseudaletis_) possessing male secondary sexual character are paraphyletic in the hypothetical phylogenetic tree provided by the most recent paper on the subfamily (Boyle et al. 2015). We note that these genera represent both of the main aphnaeine lineages being sisters to each other, and in one of the lineages there is a basal genus with androconia (_Pseudaletis_).
Figures 10-11. Aphnaeine scaling at high magnification. 10 = Cigaritis formosanus (Moore, 1877), the vein Cubitus 2 is well visible in the lower half of the image (indicated by arrow pointing up) and there are no androconia around or under the long plume scales. 11 = Pseudaletis leonis Staudinger, [1888]), a small part of the naked vein Cubitus 2 is visible on the right side of the image (arrow pointing up), and androconial scales (indicated by arrow pointing down) mixed with hair scales, ordinary cover- and ground scales are detectable (Scale bars: 160µm) (photos: Zs. Bálint, HNHM).

Although the sister group of Aphnaeinae has not yet been identified, it is suggested that it is the sister of the lineage containing all the other sub-families recognized in Lycaenidae (Boyle et al. 2015: 7). If so, Pseudaletis represents one of the most basal lineages of the family. What this might imply is that the presence of a ventral hindwing male sexual organ was once a general character, but it was subsequently lost and later regained several times independently.

Figures 12-13. Aphnaeine male hindwing ventra with special scaling: 12 = Lipaphnaeus aderna (Plötz, 1880), red arrow indicates the long plume scales erecting caudad from the wing membrane in the cell formed by the veins Cubitus1–2 and forming a tuft (scale bar: 2 mm); 13 = Pseudaletis antimachus (Staudinger, 1888), red arrow indicates the long plume scales dispersed on the wing membrane between the cell area formed by the veins Cubitus 1–2 (scale bar: 4 mm) (photos: Zs. Bálint, HNHM).

It is interesting, that Eumaeini, which can be considered as a “primitive” group in Lycaenidae (see Eliot 1973: 454), offers analogues for the aphnaeine male secondary sexual characters (see Faynel & Bálint 2012). For example in the genus Theritas Hübner, [1818] and its relatives there is a ventral hindwing cubital pouch (see Bálint 2006 and Robbins et al. 2012). In the genus Brangas Hübner, [1819], there is a pouch with hairpencils between vannal veins 2 and 3 (Bálint & Faynel 2009). And in this context it is also interesting
that the character of a female abdominal tuft is also shared by aphnaeine (Pseudaletis, Chloroselas Butler, 1886 and Trimenia Tite & Dickson, 1973) and eumaeine lycaenids (for Neolycaena de Nicéville, 1890 and Satyrium Scudder, 1876 see in Weidenhoffer et al., 2016).

Female abdominal tufts are also present in Riodinidae (eg. Sarota Westwood, [1851], see Hall 1998) and also in some hesperiid genera (eg. Tagiades Hübner, 1819, Alan Heath, unpublished), and even some moths in the Geometridae and Tortricidae (see Pellmyr 1980). Hence, the abdominal tufts also pose interesting questions regarding higher level classification in Lycaenidae, as well as in other Lepidoptera families (see for Hesperiidae: Warren et al., 2009).

What is the function of these aphnaeine organs in vivo we reported on? We do not know yet. For Pseudaletis probably it is a scent-disseminating organ, as we were able to detect androconia at the base of the hair scales, which supposedly contained aphrodites. The physiological role of a hair tuft in Aphnaeus, Cigaritis and Lipaphnaeus is a mystery to us as we were unable to find any androconia under the hair-scales, or on the hindwing dorsal surface of the female there is nothing unusual, merely the normal scaling. Is it an organ that has lost its function? These questions need to be answered in future studies.

Figure 14. Perching male of Cigaritis natalensis (Westwood, 1852); the red arrow indicates the exposed hair tuft situated between the veins Cubitus 1–2 (Photo: A. Schutte).
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APPENDIX

Aphnaeinae material examined. All specimens are deposited in the HNHM Lepidoptera collection excluding 16 individuals which are in loan. These specimens are indicated with RCS (= research collection of Szabolcs Sáfián, Sopron, Hungary). Genus-level classification follows Boyle et al. (2015). Genera and species are listed in alphabetical order. Species given in bold possesses male secondary sexual character on their hindwing verso. Geographical Provenance of the specimens is given verbatim according to the labels; “?Patria?” means lack of geographical data.

Aloeides Hübner, [1819] –

Aphnaeus Hübner, [1819] –

Argyrospodes Tite & Dickson, 1973 – A. argyraspidis (Trimen, 1873): , South Africa.


CRUDARIA Wallengren, 1875 – C. leroma (Wallengren, 1879): ♂, South Africa.

ERIKSSONIA Trimen, 1891 – E. edgei Gardiner & Terblanche, 2010: ♂, South Africa.


TYLOPAEDIA Tite & Dickson, 1973 – T. sardonyx (Trimen, 1868): ♂, South Africa.


ZERITIS Boisduval, 1836 – Z. (Boisduval, 1836): 2 ♂♂, Guinée.
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